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Abstract

The sorption isotherm, the glass transition and the mutual diffusion coefficient of

polyacrylamide/water solutions are obtained experimentally. All these parameters are

measured in the concentrated regime by gravimetric experiments. The mutual diffu-

sion coefficient is also measured at high solvent concentration by the Sliding Symmetric

Tubes technique. Three different polyacrylamide batches differing in their molar mass

have been characterized. The results are expressed in term of simple empirical corre-

lations, suitable for use in process modelization or numerical simulations.

Keywords: Thermodynamics, Polymer Solutions, Polyacrylamide, Sorption Isotherm,

Glass Transition, Diffusion.

Introduction

Thermodynamic properties of polymer solutions are of great interest for both industrial pro-

cesses and fundamental research. For example, the saturated vapor pressure and mutual
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diffusion coefficient, which strongly depend on solvent concentration, are needed for the de-

sign of industrial dryers used in coating industry,1–3 or for membranes formation processes.4

More fundamental issues like hydrodynamic instabilities5 or wetting phenomena6,7 in drying

polymer solutions also require such characteristics.

The present article is dedicated to the characterization of polyacrylamide (PAAm)/water

solutions. Gravimetric experiments allowing swelling and deswelling of a polymer film in

a controlled solvent vapor are used for the investigation of the saturated vapor pressure

as a function of concentration and temperature. The solvent activity and the polymer

volume fraction at glass transition are deduced from the desorption isotherm, at several

temperatures. Data obtained in the rubbery regime allow the determination of the polymer-

solvent interaction parameter, using the well-known Flory-Huggins model. This model is

then modified to take into account the effect of viscoelastic stress on the solvent activity in

the glassy regime.

Finally, the mutual diffusion coefficient is measured at room temperature, on one hand

in the concentrated regime using the same experimental set-up, on the other hand at high

solvent concentration using a different experimental technique, called the Sliding Symmetric

Tube technique.

System Characterization

Pure Polymer.

Characteristics of polyacrylamide (PAAm) used in the present study are listed in 1. The three

batches differ in their molar mass. The weight average molar mass Mw has been obtained

from the manufacturer for batches #2 and #3. The polydispersity is defined as Mw/Mn, Mn

being the number average molar mass. The polydispersity of batch #2 comes from reference.8

For batch #1, Mw and Mn have been measured by Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC)

at Laboratory PMMD (ESPCI, France). This laboratory also measured the glass transition
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temperature Tg of pure polymers by Differential Scanning Calorimetry. The uncertainty in

Tg being ±7 K, there is no significant differences between the three polymers, and these

glass transition temperatures are close to the value Tg = 461 K reported in Polymer Data

Handbook9 .

Aqueous Solutions.

The theta temperature of aqueous solutions is 235 K,9 so they are stable in the whole range

of temperature investigated in this study (283 K to 328 K). Crystallization is not expected

(amorphous system),9 and has not been detected in our experiments.

The solvent mass fraction ωs is defined as the ratio of the solvent mass Ms over the total

mass of the solution: ωs = Ms/(Ms + Mp) with Mp the mass of polymer. ωp = (1 − ωs) is

the polymer mass fraction. The solution specific volume v has been measured as a function

of ωp by an ANTON PAAR 5000 vibrating tube densimeter with a relative uncertainty of

5× 10−6 (temperature T = 298 K, polymer from batch #1). The relative uncertainty on ωp

due to sample preparation is lower than 3×10−5. 1 shows that v varies linearly with ωp. This

result supports the assumption of constant partial specific volumes vs and vp (respectively

of solvent and polymer) since v is given by

v = vs − ωp(vs − vp). (1)

A linear fit performed on data of 1 gives vs = 1.0021 cm3.g−1 and vp = 0.681 cm3.g−1. The

value of vs is very close from the value 1.0030 cm3.g−1 reported for water,10 and the value

of vp is consistent with the data collected from the literature,9 ranging from 0.674 cm3.g−1

to 0.716 cm3.g−1.

The solvent volume fraction ϕs is derived from the solvent mass fraction ωs assuming

volume additivity:
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ϕs =
ωsvs/vp

1− ωs(1− vs/vp)
(2)

Variations of ratio vs/vp with temperature and polymer molar mass are neglected. The

polymer volume fraction ϕp is given by ϕp = 1− ϕs.

Using solutions of various concentrations, the polymer volume fraction at critical entan-

glement ϕ∗p and the intrinsic viscosity [µ] have been obtained from viscosity measurements

performed with a Low Shear 30 rheometer at room temperature (see values in 1). Due to

high polydispersity of polymers used in this study, we are not able to provide a single value

of ϕ∗p, but a concentration range corresponding to the transition between the dilute and the

semi-dilute regimes. It is well-known that the intrinsic viscosity dependence on the polymer

molar mass can be described by a power law. In the case of batch #1, using the value of

[µ] in 1 and the sets of coefficients reported by Scholtan,11 Klein and Conrad12 or Munk

et al,13 we obtain molar mass estimations of 15, 21 or 9.2 kg.mol−1, respectively, which are

rather close from the value Mw = 22.4 kg.mol−1 measured by GPC. On the contrary, the

same method applied to batch #3 leads to molar mass estimations ten times higher than

the value provided by the manufacturer. Anyway, this batch is only used in experiments

which are expected to be weakly sensitive to the molar mass (sorption isotherm or diffusion

coefficient in the concentrated regime). This weak dependancy is systematically checked by

comparison with results from batch #2.

Experimental Set-up

Gravimetric Experiments.

Set-up Characteristics. The sorption isotherm and the diffusion coefficient in the con-

centrated regime are obtained using an experimental setup which consists of an accurate

balance coupled with a vapor chamber whose temperature and pressure are controlled. The
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sample is hung in the chamber, and changing the solvent vapor pressure allows for swelling or

drying of the polymer film. The gravimetric setup is a Hiden IGA system based on a precise

balance. The chamber is a stainless steel cylinder with diameter 34.5 mm and height 300

mm. Temperature is regulated with a fluid circulating in the outer wall of the chamber from

a thermostated bath. The temperature is measured by a platinum resistance thermome-

ter (Pt 100) located near the sample. The uncertainty in the temperature measurement is

±0.1 K, and the temperature stability is better than ±0.05 K. The chamber is connected

through various valves to a vacuum pump on one hand and to a solvent tank on the other

hand, where liquid solvent is in equilibrium with its vapor at 328 K. Pressure is regulated

with a PID controller, and the pressure stability is better than 2 Pa. The solvent vapor is

the only gas present in the chamber, so the total pressure and the solvent vapor pressure

are the same. The pressure is measured with a manometer (relative error 0.3%). The mass

measurement noise is about 1 µg, and the reproducibility (same measurement performed at

various times) is about 10 µg.

Determination of Solvent Activity. The saturated vapor pressure of pure water has

been estimated from Antoine’s law:

Pvs0 = exp(A− B

T − C
) (3)

with Pvs0 in Pa, T the absolute temperature in K, A = 23.5334, B = 4023.44 and C = 38.076

(coefficients obtained from the Hiden microbalance software). We tested this relation by

comparison with data reported by Riddick et al,14 and found a relative error lower than

0.4% in the temperature range from 273 K to 373 K. Assuming that water vapor behaves

like an ideal gas, the water activity is given by the classical relation a = Pvs
Pvs0

, with Pvs the

vapor pressure measured above the solution. The relative error in the activity due to the

uncertainty in Pvs and Pvs0 is lower than 1.4%.

Sample Preparation. For gravimetric experiments, aqueous solutions were prepared

using ultrapure water (resistivity 18.2 MΩ.cm). Then polymer films of uniform thickness were
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obtained by slow drying of the aqueous solution in glass dishes. The drying time (typically

a few days) was controlled by putting the dish in a box, with a small aperture to allow slow

vapor diffusion outside the box. The initial concentration was chosen to get a solution initial

viscosity in the range from 0.1 Pa.s to 1 Pa.s. Indeed, a too large viscosity induces formation

of air bubbles, while hydrodynamic instabilities leading to wrinkles formation5 are promoted

by too small viscosity (for the highest molar mass, good results were obtained with an initial

polymer mass fraction approximately equal to 0.01). The initial thickness (typically from

1 mm to a few centimeters) is adjusted to get the desired dried sample thickness. After

drying, the film is taken off from the dish and a disk of diameter D = 20.0 ± 0.1 mm is

cut with a hollow punch. This operation is performed in an atmosphere of 80% humidity to

prevent formation of cracks. Then the sample is hung horizontally in the balance chamber,

its two sides being exposed to solvent vapor. After the end of experiments, complete drying

of the sample is achieved by placing it in an oven under vacuum during at least 10 hours at

423 K. Then the film is weighed on a Sartorius balance to get the polymer mass Mp (absolute

uncertainty: ±0.1 mg). Finally, the sample dry thickness hdry is estimated by the relation

hdry = vpMp/(πD
2/4).

The polymer mass Mp, the dry thickness hdry and the higher bound of the absolute error

in ωs (estimated from the errors in Mp and Ms) of the three samples used in gravimetric

experiments are given in 2. The relative uncertainty on hdry is estimated at ±7%.

Sliding Symmetric Tubes Technique.

Set-up Characteristics. The determination of the mutual diffusion coefficient Dmut at

high solvent concentration has been carried out by the Sliding Symmetric Tubes (SST) tech-

nique, which has been developed recently at Mondragon Unibertsitatea for the determination

of mutual diffusion coefficient of binary systems in liquid phase. This technique has been

validated by measuring the mutual diffusion coefficient of several well documented systems.15

The difference with data from literature was less than 3%.
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The SST technique consists of two identical vertical tubes (length: 60 ± 0.01 mm, di-

ameter: 9± 0.01 mm), each containing a solution with slightly different concentrations (the

concentration difference between the tubes has to be small enough to make the variation of

diffusion coefficient negligible). The solution with higher density is placed in the lower tube

in order to eliminate convection. The temperature of the tubes is controlled by introducing

them in a water bath, regulated by a Lauda RCS thermostatic bath. All the walls of the

bath are thermally insulated so that the temperature variations inside the bath are lower

than 0.1 K. A couple of tubes can be set in two positions: ”faced” configuration allows mass

transfer between tubes, while ”separated” configuration interrupts it (in the latter case, each

tube is closed impermeably).

Measurement of Average Concentration as a Function of Time. In these

experiments, we used batch #1 polymer, purchased as an aqueous solution of 0.50 polymer

mass fraction. The desired concentration is obtained by adding the appropriate amount of

bidistilled water, using a 10 mg precision microbalance. At the beginning of the experiment,

ten couples of tubes are placed in the water bath in ”separated” configuration. We first

wait a time long enough to be sure that thermal equilibrium is reached (typically 48 hours),

then the tubes are switched to the ”faced” configuration by an external screw, allowing the

diffusion to begin. The couples of tubes are then switched back to ”separated” configuration,

one after the other, at different times (see 2). After homogenization of concentration field

by shaking, the density of the solution is measured by the ANTON PAAR 5000 densimeter,

which allows to know the average solution density in each tube (maximum solution viscosity

allowed with this densimeter: 70 mPa.s). Finally, the average concentration inside each tube

is determined from density measurements (see data in 1). This gives the average polymer

concentration in each tube at the time corresponding to the interruption of mass transfer

between the tubes.
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Sorption Isotherm

As already mentioned, sorption isotherms are obtained from gravimetric experiments. The

experimental protocol must take into account that dry PAAm is glassy at temperatures in-

vestigated in this study. To erase history effects,16,17 we always start the experiments at

a vapor pressure high enough to bring the sample above the glass transition, in a state of

thermodynamic equilibrium (rubbery regime). Then we perform series of decreasing differ-

ential steps of solvent vapor pressure. When the sample is still in the rubbery regime, the

asymptotic value reached at the end of the step gives the equilibrium solvent concentration

in the film, corresponding to the imposed solvent vapor pressure. Below the glass transition

(i.e. in the glassy regime), a steady state can no more be reached in a reasonable time. In

that case, the duration of each step is fixed at three hours, and the desorption isotherm is

built using the mass at the end of each step.

The experimental desorption isotherms obtained for the different temperatures are rep-

resented in 3. The glass transition corresponds to the sudden change of slope in the function

ϕs(a). The glassy regime is characterized by an excess of solvent, compared to thermody-

namic equilibrium. The extension of the glassy regime is reduced when the temperature is

increased.

The rubbery domain can be described by the classical Flory-Huggins law18 :

a = (1− ϕp) exp(ϕp + χϕ2
p) (4)

where χ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter which characterizes the affinity between

the solvent and the polymer. To determine χ as a function of ϕs and T , we first make a

rough determination of ϕsg and ag (with ϕsg and ag the solvent volume fraction and the

activity at glass transition, respectively), based on the change of slope in the function ϕs(a).

Then χ is fitted using the data such that ϕs > ϕsg. Assuming that χ varies linearly with ϕs

and T gives a good description of experimental data. We obtain:
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χ(ϕs, T ) = 0.482− 0.150ϕs + 3.3× 10−3(T − 298)− 1.44× 10−2ϕs(T − 298). (5)

This empirical law is valid in the rubbery regime and in the parameter range covered in

the experiments, that is ag ≤ a ≤ 0.9 and 283 K ≤ T ≤ 328 K. In this validity domain,

the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter varies from 0.32 to 0.48. Polymer of batch #3 was

used in the experiments, but we do not expect any significant effect of molar mass on χ in

that concentration range. Indeed, we checked that ?? predict in a very satisfactory way, at

T = 298 K, the rubbery regime of a solution made from batch #2 polymer.

We can account for the excess of solvent in the glassy regime by using the simple model

developed by Leibler and Sekimoto.19 This model relates the excess of solvent to elastic

properties in glassy regime. The elastic energy associated with the sample deformation

under volume variation is taken into account via an osmotic bulk modulus Kg, which is

assumed constant. This leads to a modified Flory-Huggins equation, valid below the glass

transition:

a = (1− ϕp) exp[ϕp + χϕ2
p −

v̄◦sKg

RT
log(

ϕp

ϕpg

)] (6)

with v̄◦s the solvent molar volume, R the ideal gas constant and ϕpg the polymer volume

fraction at glass transition.

Parameters Kg and ϕpg are fitted using 6 and the experimental data in the glassy regime.

Then the activity at glass transition ag is obtained by setting ϕp = ϕpg in 6 (this leads to

a slightly more accurate estimation of ϕpg and ag than the values previously obtained by

slope inspection). We can see in 3 that the fit is quite good, except at very low solvent

volume fraction. It is worthwhile to note that a constant value of Kg gives a good agreement

with the experimental data over a wide range of solvent volume fraction ϕs, so a direct

dependence of Kg on ϕs cannot be established in a straightforward way. As already pointed
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out by Saby-Dubreuil et al,20 the value of Kg obtained from this method is an average value

which corresponds to the concentration range of the fit, and which depends strongly on the

polymer matrix state.

Results are presented in 3. By comparing samples #1 and #2 at T = 298 K, we see that

the effect of the molar mass on ϕsg, ag and Kg is very weak, at the limit of the uncertainty

ranges. On the other hand, increasing the temperature from 283 K to 328 K induces a

significant effect on these parameters. We observe that the higher the temperature, the lower

ϕsg and ag, as expected. At the contrary, Kg increases significantly with the temperature

(it is multiplied by 2 when the temperature goes up by 45 K). This means that the system

stiffness in the glassy regime increases with temperature. This non trivial behavior can be

related to observations made by Saby-Dubreuil et al20 on the desorption isotherm of PMMA-

PnBMA statistical copolymers in toluene (similar protocol than the present study). These

authors found that, at a fixed temperature, increasing the amount of the monomer with the

lowest glass transition temperature (nBMA) leads to a decrease of ϕsg and ag, but to an

increase of Kg, while the opposite behavior was noticed on annealed samples (decrease of Kg

when increasing the nBMA amount). This observation confirms that Kg is not an intrinsic

property of the system, but also depends on its history.

Diffusion Coefficient

Concentrated Regime.

The time evolution of the mass of the film in response to an imposed step of the solvent

vapor pressure gives access to the mutual diffusion coefficient, through a suitable model of

the swelling kinetics. This method of measurement of mutual diffusion coefficients of polymer

solutions has been widely used in the literature, for rubbery systems21,22 as well as glassy

systems.23–27 This method can only be used if at least a part of the sorption kinetics is driven

by polymer/solvent mutual diffusion. This is not the case at high vapor pressure, since it
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has been shown that in this regime the kinetics are dominated by thermal effects.28 This

is why the measurement of polymer/solvent diffusivity by gravimetry is usually restricted

to the concentrated regime. Moreover, in the case of glassy systems, the model must take

into account viscoelastic relaxation, coupled with diffusion. Like for sorption isotherms, we

always perform decreasing vapor pressure steps, starting from thermodynamic equilibrium.

However, steps duration is not fixed, but adapted to be much longer than diffusion time.

This condition is necessary to distinguish the mass evolution due to diffusion from the effect

of viscoelastic stress relaxation.29 For the thickest samples at low vapor pressure, the step

duration can go to several days.

The sample being glassy in the concentration range covered by the experiments, the

variation of mass after the pressure step is due to the coupling between solvent diffusion

and polymer matrix relaxation. Indeed, in the glassy regime, viscoelastic relaxation involves

characteristic times of the same order of the experiment duration, and must be incorporated

into the modeling of kinetics. We therefore used the classical model by Long and Richman,30

which takes into account the relaxation of polymer matrix through its effect on solvent

solubility at the film/vapor interface. After the pressure step, the solvent concentration at

the interface is assumed to vary in the following way:

∆cint(t) = ∆cd + (∆c∞ −∆cd)[1− exp(−t/τr)] (7)

where ∆cint(t) is the variation of solvent concentration at the interface as a function of

time t, ∆cd is the ”quasi-equilibrium” concentration variation (the asymptotic concentration

variation if the only mechanism is diffusion), ∆c∞ the equilibrium concentration variation

and τr the relaxation characteristic time. The solvent transport inside the film is described

by the Fick equation. If the pressure step is small enough, the solvent contents varies very

little, so the mutual diffusion coefficient Dmut and the sample thickness h can be considered

as constant. The diffusion equation thus reads:
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∂∆c

∂t
= Dmut

∂2∆c

∂x2
for 0 < x < h/2 (8)

where ∆c is the local solvent concentration variation since the pressure step and x the dis-

tance from the symmetry plane in the center of the sample. The second boundary condition

results from symmetry:

∂∆c

∂x
= 0 for x = 0 (9)

and the initial condition is ∆c = 0. Finally, the variation of solvent mass can be obtained

by integration over the sample thickness:

∆ms(t) =

∫ h/2

0

c(x, t)dx (10)

7 to 10 can be solved analytically by use of Laplace transform.29 The parameters Dmut,

τr, ∆cd and ∆c∞ are then estimated by least-square optimization (Levenberg-Marquardt

algorithm), in order to minimize the differences between the theoretical and experimental

mass variations.

The Long and Richman model is well-known to reproduce in a very satisfactory way the

shape of the different types of kinetics encountered in the glassy regime,26,30 with the advan-

tage of simplicity and low computational time. Its drawback is the naive representation of

viscoelastic relaxation, based on a unique characteristic time. Indeed, relaxation of polymer

matrix in the glassy regime involves a broad distribution of characteristic times, running on

several decades.31 In a previous study,26 we showed that changing the exponential in 7 into

a stretched exponential in order to introduce a time distribution into the relaxation model

leads to different values of ∆c∞ and τr, but doesn’t alter significantly the estimated values of

∆cd and Dmut. Although oversimplified, this modeling of relaxation succeeds in separating

the effect of diffusion from the effect of relaxation, and therefore is consistent with our aim

which is the determination of Dmut. The parameter τr having no physical sense, we don’t
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present it in the following (in fact, it reflects the part of the time distribution which is ob-

servable during the experiments, so its value is always of order of the experimental time τexp,

see27 for details).

A typical kinetics is presented in 4. The absolute value of mass variation is plotted as

a function of square root of time. The change of slope around
√
t ≈ 50 s1/2 delimits two

regimes: the first one is dominated by diffusion, the second one by viscoelastic relaxation.

The very good fit observed in that figure is representative of all the experiments.

The same procedure has been repeated for various initial and final vapor pressure, and

different sample thicknesses. The values obtained for Dmut are presented in 4, as a function of

ϕsi and ϕsf , the initial and final polymer volume fraction averaged on the sample thickness,

respectively. These data have been fitted to get the following empirical relation:

log10(Dmut) = 27.23× ϕs − 16.624 for 0.11 ≤ ϕs ≤ 0.20 (11)

The experimental values of Dmut are plotted in 5 as a function of solvent volume fraction ϕs.

Dmut increases by more than two orders of magnitude when ϕs goes up by approximately 0.1.

This strong sensitivity of Dmut on ϕs is characteristic of polymer solutions in concentrated

regime.

Semi-dilute and Dilute Regimes.

The mutual diffusion coefficient at high concentration of solvent has been measured by SST

technique at T = 298 K, for polymer of batch #1. 6 shows the time evolution of the average

polymer volume fraction in each tube (upper and bottom). The polymer volume fraction

averaged over both tubes ϕp is a constant, and is equal to 0.1072 during all this experiment.

We assume that mass transfer inside the tubes is purely diffusive (convection has been

cancelled by placing the heavier fluid in the bottom tube) and obey the classical Fick’s law

(solvent concentration being far above the glass transition, the effect of viscoelastic stress on
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mass transfer can be neglected). In addition, we consider that, before contact at time t = 0,

concentration is uniform in each tube. Solving the diffusion equation with these assumptions

leads to the expression of the average concentration in each tube as a function of time:

cup(t)− cupi + cboti

2
=

8

π2

(
cupi −

cupi + cboti

2

) ∞∑
n=0

e−(n+ 1
2)

2 π2

L2Dmutt

(2n+ 1)2
(12)

cbot(t)− cupi + cboti

2
= − 8

π2

(
cupi −

cupi + cboti

2

) ∞∑
n=0

e−(n+ 1
2)

2 π2

L2Dmutt

(2n+ 1)2
(13)

where cup/bot(t) are the mean polymer concentrations in the upper and lower tube, c
up/bot
i

are the initial polymer concentrations in upper and lower tube respectively, L is the length

of the tube, t is the time of experiment and Dmut is the mutual diffusion coefficient. The

mutual diffusion coefficient is obtained by least square method (Matlab routine), in order

to minimize the difference between the model and the experimental results (see fit on 6).

Typically up to eleven points are used in each experiment. This allows to take into account

experimental points from the very beginning of the experiment, which is not possible in other

similar techniques like the Open Ended Capillary technique.32 Another advantage of the SST

is that the two tubes give independent results, which can be compared each other. Indeed,

in the ideal case where the difference of initial concentrations goes to zero, the two tubes

should give the same result. In all cases presented in this article, the difference between the

values obtained for Dmut in each tube was lower than 5%. In the following, we present the

average value.

Four different polymer volume fractions have been investigated. The first one (ϕp =

0.0346) is in the dilute regime, the second (ϕp = 0.1072) is in the transition regime, and the

two last ones (ϕp = 0.1848 and 0.2526) are in the semi-dilute regime. Results are presented

in 5 and 7. The order of magnitude of Dmut is the same in all cases, and corresponds to what

is expected for polymer solutions at room temperature in that concentration range. There is

no variation of Dmut in the semi-dilute regime, then it increases by 30% when the polymer
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concentration is lowered.

The mutual diffusion coefficient of PAAm/water solutions has been widely investigated

in the literature, but at very low polymer volume fraction. Experimental techniques include

ultracentrifuge11 or light scattering.33,34 The diffusion coefficient D0 in the limit of vanishing

polymer volume fraction depends on the polymer molar mass through a power law, which

coefficients have been experimentally fitted. Using our value Mw = 22.4 kg.mol−1, Scholtan’s

empirical law11 gives D0 = 0.84×10−10m2.s−1 at 298 K, while the laws proposed by François

et al33 or Patterson et al34 at temperature 293 K both lead to D0 = 0.61×10−10m2.s−1. These

values are significantly lower than our results presented in 5. Nevertheless, the experimental

study performed by Patterson et al34 show a rapid increase of the diffusion coefficient in a

very short range of PAAm volume fraction (from 0 to 10−3), so there is no inconsistency

with our results.

Conclusion

Some thermodynamic properties of polyacrylamide/water solutions have been measured by

several techniques. In the concentrated regime, we used gravimetric experiments to obtain

the desorption isotherm and the glass transition as a function of temperature from 283 to

328 K. In that range of temperature, the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter in the rubbery

regime varies from 0.32 to 0.48, the solvent activity at glass transition from 0.75 to 0.54, and

the corresponding solvent volume fraction from 0.30 to 0.18. In the glassy regime, the osmotic

bulk modulus Kg increases with temperature, from 1.1 GPa at 283 K to 2.2 GPa at 328 K.

The same experimental set-up was used to measure the mutual diffusion coefficient at room

temperature in the glassy regime. As expected, in this regime, this parameter is strongly

dependent on concentration. It increases by two decades and a half when the solvent volume

fraction goes up by approximately 0.1 (Dmut = 2.4 × 10−14 m2.s−1 to 6.6 × 10−12 m2.s−1

for ϕs = 0.11 to 0.20 ). The diffusion coefficient has also been measured at high solvent
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concentration. Since gravimetric techniques fail in that case, due to thermal effects induced

by latent heat of vaporization, we used another technique called Sliding Symmetric Tube,

which consists in measuring the concentration as a function of time in two tubes in contact

each other. The mutual diffusion coefficient keep the same order of magnitude over the whole

range of polymer volume fraction investigated (from 0.035 to 0.25), around 2×10−10 m2.s−1.
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Table 1: Characteristics of PAAm (”NA” stands for ”Not Available”)

Batch No #1 #2 #3
Supplier Sigma-Aldrich Polysciences Inc. Biovalley

Catalog number 434949 19901 02806
Product form 50 wt % aqueous solution 10 wt % aqueous solution powder
Mw /kg.mol−1 22.4 600-1000 5000-6000

Mw/Mn 3.5 11 NA
Tg /K 449 451 460

ϕ∗p 0.049-0.14 NA 0.0054-0.0094
[µ] /m3.kg−1 0.014 NA 6.7

Table 2: Characteristics of Samples Used in Gravimetric Experiments (see 1 for
batches characteristics)

Sample #1 #2 #3
Batch #2 #3 #3

Mp / mg 9.5 16.8 217.5
hdry / µm 21 36 470

∆ωs ≤ 5× 10−3 ≤ 2× 10−3 ≤ 1× 10−4

Table 3: Activity ag and Solvent Volume Fraction ϕsg at Glass Transition, with
Osmotic Bulk Modulus Kg in Glassy Regime, as a Function of Temperature (the
relative uncertainty in Kg is of order of 10%)

Temperature /K 283 298 298 313 328
Sample #2 #2 #1 #2 #2
ϕsg 0.30 0.26 0.28 0.22 0.18
ag 0.75 0.69 0.72 0.62 0.54

Kg /GPa 1.08 1.25 1.04 1.65 2.22
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Table 4: Mutual Diffusion Coefficient Dmut in the Concentrated Regime (relative
uncertainty: ±15%)

Sample #1, hdry = 21 µm
ϕs ϕsi ϕsf Dmut /m2.s−1

0.1347 0.1393 0.1301 9.6× 10−14

0.1318 0.1301 0.1334 7.4× 10−14

0.1552 0.1541 0.1563 2.3× 10−13

0.1577 0.1613 0.1541 2.7× 10−13

Sample #2, hdry = 36 µm
ϕs ϕsi ϕsf Dmut /m2.s−1

0.1125 0.1207 0.1043 4.6× 10−14

0.1278 0.1346 0.1209 8.9× 10−14

0.1411 0.1400 0.1421 1.4× 10−13

0.1384 0.1421 0.1346 1.6× 10−13

0.1449 0.1501 0.1396 2.4× 10−13

Sample #3, hdry = 470 µm
ϕs ϕsi ϕsf Dmut /m2.s−1

0.1766 0.1845 0.1687 1.7× 10−12

0.1897 0.1949 0.1845 5.0× 10−12

0.1981 0.2013 0.1949 7.0× 10−12

Table 5: Mutual Diffusion Coefficient as a Function of Polymer Volume Fraction
in the Dilute and Semi-Dilute Regimes. ϕup

p and ϕbot
p are the initial polymer volume

fractions in the upper and bottom tubes, respectively. ϕp is the polymer volume fraction
averaged over both tubes. The dynamic viscosity µ at volume fraction ϕp is also provided
for information (T = 298 K, polymer from batch #1)

ϕp ϕup
p ϕbot

p µ /mPa.s Dmut /m
2s−1

0.0346 0.0206 0.0486 1.6 2.47× 10−10

0.1072 0.0844 0.1300 5.2 2.09× 10−10

0.1848 0.1606 0.2091 17 1.90× 10−10

0.2526 0.2400 0.2962 68 1.91× 10−10
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Figure 1: Solution specific volume v as a function of polymer mass fraction ωp at T = 298
K (polymer from batch #1). ◦, experimental points ; solid line, linear fit.

Figure 2: Photograph of the chamber containing the sets of tubes. (1) Screws used to switch
between ”faced” and ”separated” positions, (2) Sets of sliding tubes, (3) Insulated walls.
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Figure 3: Desorption isotherm: solvent volume fraction ϕs as a function of activity a (sample
#2). +, 283 K ; x, 298 K ; *, 313 K ; �, 328 K ; solid lines, fit of the equilibrium regime (4)
; dashed lines, fit of the glassy regime (6).
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Figure 4: Drying kinetics at 298 K. Sample #2, hdry = 36 µm, ϕsi = 0.142, ϕsf = 0.135,
Dmut = 1.6× 10−13 m2.s−1, τr = 6.9× 104 s, τexp = 7.2× 104 s. Solid line, experimental data
; dashed line, numerical simulation (fit).
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Figure 5: Mutual diffusion coefficient in the concentrated regime as a function of solvent
volume fraction, at T = 298 K. Symbols, experimental values (horizontal error bars represent
ϕsi and ϕsf , vertical error bars represent the uncertainty on Dmut) ; solid line, linear fit (11).
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Figure 6: Time evolution of polymer volume fraction in both tubes for ϕp = 0.1072. �, top
tube ; ◦, bottom tube ; solid lines represent fits by ?? (T = 298 K, polymer from batch #1).
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Figure 7: Mutual diffusion coefficient Dmut as a function of polymer volume fraction ϕp in
the dilute and semi-dilute regimes (T = 298 K, polymer from batch #1). Horizontal error
bars represent ϕup

p and ϕbot
p , vertical error bars represent the uncertainty on Dmut.
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